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Soul Age Comparison Chart
Infant Souls
Motto

Skills

Framework

Aim

Relationships

Interests

Values

Let’s not do it.
Basics of survival – finding food,
shelter and staying alive. Close to the
earth and Spirit gives them a mystical
flavour.

Child Souls

Young Souls

Mature Souls

Old Souls

Do it right or not at all.

It’s all about me!

I know how you feel.

Live and let live.

Tireless worker; in their minds they can
make major contributions to the human
race; very principled; authoritative;
money is a priority but from a security
point of view, not for power or control.

Not always the brightest by try very hard. Can be
quick learners; have trouble adapting to new
environments; natural problem solvers when it will
give them a benefit over someone or a situation;
Always look to leverage off someone else’s hard work
or higher intelligence. Very good with the gift of the
gab, natural manipulators, con men, politicians.
Money is very important because money = power.

Highly capable; can make major
contributions to the human race; very
principled; progressive and natural
reformers; money is not a high priority.
Always making adjustments to better
themselves.

Quick learners; adaptable; natural
problem solvers that rely on their
own inner resources to find
solutions; ability to be their own
authority and look within for the
answers.

Emotionally detached; confuse lust for love, greed
focused; not interested with the problems in the
world; willingness to cooperate with others only if
there is an advantage; my way or the highway; small
picture oriented; prone to self aggrandizing; hubris,
vain, materialistic. Typical Yuppie, Mafia type; almost
all NWO are here.

Emotionally intense and dramatic;
idealistic and committed to eradicating
injustice; confused and irrational at
times; compassionate and empathetic;
prone to addictive behaviours. This is
the first level they understand and
experience true love.

More emotionally detached but not
unemotional; intellectually focused;
not overly identified with the
problems in the world; willingness to
cooperate with others; love of
exchange and philosophy but
preferring their own slant; big
picture oriented; sometimes prone
to self-deprecation.
Spiritual expansion and
understanding; seek personal
evolution; modelling old soul
behaviour to others; teaching by
example and a need to teach and
assist others in general; accept
responsibility with grace; a simple
desire to enjoy life, friends, family,
and work.

Emotions are primal, not deep and
usually sparked by joy or fear – not
much in between. Very simplistic
interpretation of life. Child like
innocence. Gullible due to lack of
inherent knowledge.

Emotionally lacking, cold; justice is
decided by God, then the courts; stoic;
prone to OCD.

Stay alive! Learn as much as they can
about the basics of living and survival.

Head down, bum up – work and toil. We
have our lot in life and God makes all of
our decisions. Not interested in
understand themselves or others- there
is nothing to understand; focused on
following society norms – get a job, get
married, have kids, go to church; deep
down afraid of the world; feels obliged to
be a part of social groups like churches
and fund raisers, political parties etc.

Seeing what they can get out of any situation; seek
personal power/fame/riches; Ego rules; Never
accepts responsibility; a desire to be better than
friends, family, and work colleges. Will only join
clubs or social networks if they think it will get them
ahead. To be the best at everything. Quantity over
quality, productivity over human rights.

Trying to understand themselves and
others; focused on relationships and
emotional expression; need to make
contribution to world; wants to belong
to something; sometimes desires to be
"like" others in terms of beliefs,
behaviour, fashion, etc. but usually
adopts avant-garde tastes.

Almost business like; arranged marriages
would suit them; cannot express
themselves emotionally yet. Sex strictly
with the lights out, pyjamas on and
strictly for procreation. Guilt associated
with any pleasure. Strong family,
community bond.

Feel more connected to objects than people. See
human relationships as another competition, partner
as object, no idea what true love is. Fear keeps them
in relationships. They are happy to isolate
themselves putting work/career above all else. Not
very trusting – they invented the pre-nuptial
agreement! Would sell their mothers if there was a
buck in it so family ties not very strong. They tolerate
family only out of obligation or for personal gain.

Intense and enduring; soap opera-like;
prone to over identification; seek
community; want to find others or a
community that understands them;
Would prefer to have a mate for life.
They will choice someone that can
understand them and vice versa. Very
passionate with the right partner.

Feel connected to everything, (e.g.,
relations to people, animals, the
environment; intimate and caring;
not soap opera-like; long lasting;
sensual and favouring sex with
intimacy and good communication;
enjoy differences in others. Usually
live alone in complete happiness and
balance.

Very goal / career orientated with strong drive and
commitment. They love to live the high life, splash
money around, live beyond their means. Any
competitive sport or activity – watching more than
participating. Any chance to belittle someone else or
get one over someone else.

Supporting the arts and advancing
human service; making a contribution to
society; exploring new things; joining
emotional causes and being a champion
of them. Forever seeking knowledge for
knowledge sake.

Having fun, enjoying good humour,
and learning to relax more; seeking
work that enriches and satisfies
rather than rewards with abundant
wealth or prestige; communing with
nature; expressing natural talents in
many areas.

Appearance over substance; breaking the rules if
there is an advantage (particularly monetary);
enjoying life’s pleasures, including sex as a sport,
Corruption is perfectly acceptable, after all everyone
does it don’t they? Suicide is an honourable (easy)
way out.

Love of art and creativity in all forms;
philosophy; expression and exchange;
abhor censorship; seek social reform and
personal growth; environmentalism &
animal rights. They want to save the
world.

Substance over appearance; bending
the rules; enjoying life and all that it
brings, including sex, good food,
good communication, good music,
philosophical discourse, and
anything else sensual or
intellectually stimulating.

Perceive themselves as "me" and
others as "not me". They treat other
people as objects. They see nothing
wrong in lying, stealing, cheating, and
murdering if it seems to further their
personal advantage. They are clannish
about their families. They don’t deal
with strangers at all.
Infant souls are dealing with survival
issues, and most of the Infant souls on
the planet are members of primitive
tribes where these issues are being
dealt with on a daily basis. Childish
games and activities.

Guns, the Bible and “man” sports;
women like baking, sewing, crafts but
not for pleasure more out of obligation
and sometimes prestige. Simple
pleasures. They love keeping tradition
alive.

Taking advantage of any situation or
any person for personal gain. Not
much savvy and easily fooled. They
follow whatever their parents/elders
do without question. They have not
yet formulated their own set of
values.

Very pious; extreme patriotism; believe
in censorship; always follow the rules to
the letter, seek social reform to their
values; environmentalism & animal
rights nonexistence – God gave man
domain over the earth etc. Never
question authority.
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Soul Age Levels Quick Reference Chart
Child

Level

Infant

1

Often psychic; attuned to planet
but not people; close to instinctive
centre; no intellectual centre;
guarded; feral (untamed).

Starts to care about what people think of
them. Love from others is an issue. How
to get it is a mystery.

Expresses anger a lot; cautious but can be
domineering. Attracted to gangs. Prisons
are full of this level.

2

Less scared; uses thought; can pass
in society; tests society's rules for
limits.

1st level issue becomes burning; I'll hurt
myself if you don't love me.

Dogmatic. Fearful, covers it with dogma.
Likes being in authority. Whole life is a lie.
Likes to control others.

Gives up 1st and 2nd level behaviour,
goes inward. Looks to authority
(outward) as to how life might work.

Quiet, often gets away from it all, hermit;
not too much conscience; doesn't like
people much. Classic grumpy old man.

3

4

Quieter; no sex in 1st 3 stages; has
decided can make peace with
others so not so often locked up;
can live on edge of towns.
Starts sex animalistic; no
conscience; is friendly as it works
better, but still adverse to temper
tantrums

5

Does nefarious things; wants to be
different; tries everything.

6

Paying back massive amounts of
karma. May take many lifetimes.
Often homeless, substances abuse.

7

Sly, naturally clever; passes in
society, is not in personal
relationships; may start to open
emotionally and begin caring for
someone else, eg. mate or parent

Young

Solid members of society; wants to
belong to religions, clubs, to find out who
they should be. Feels attached to others.
Quiet; can be perverse; may have weird
fetishes or really bizarre behaviour.
Very karmic; pronounces that people
should follow authority. Will often
volunteer for harsh work/life – join the
Army etc. as a form of self-punishment.
Complacent; discovers about caring,
being cared for. Looking at trying to be
authority. Will start to seek outside
attention – starting to like attention from
the wider masses.

Friendly, successful; your average yuppie;
often authority, wealth and power. Not
good with relationships, can’t commit, will
cheat a lot.
Wealth and power through unusual means.
Still outgoing, friendly, workaholic. Partner
still seen as “object” or prize. May
experiment with low level Occult.
Busy karmic, competent; this gets them to
extreme power; sees something lacking but
can't identify it; very set in ways. Many
new to the New Age Movement from here.
Absolute authorities, calm, born to money
or gifted career. Authoritative manner
looking at mature; may play around with
esoteric. Wants to do what's popular.
(most of the NWO are here)

Mature
Uneasy; starting to recognize importance of
emotional attachments, but buries it. Lives in
denial. Usually unsuccessful relationships with
their children.
Inner conflict between success &
relationships. Agonizing. Will usually flounder
at both because of indecision. Fights for many
causes.
Quiet, intense, probably not too materially
successful; very agonizing. They will start
investigating Spiritual Path in earnest but may
not take it up full time.
Friendly, passionate, relationships more
important than anything. Soap opera life.
Emotional drama; unusual dresser; solid roles;
self-conscious; Usually a career in mainstream
counselling / therapist etc. or Spiritual
counselling/metaphysics. Always creative.
Very agonizing; most difficult of any level;
most karma, very emotional; expressive roles
may go crazy; nervous breakdowns common
here.
Complacent, emotionally attached; teaching
(metaphysics); not too interested in old soul
detachment; almost stagnation; it's easy
materially, but they are generous and nonmaterialistic.

Old
Confident, still mature; in no rush to
improve. Devout parent/partner.
Hovers between drama and objectivity;
internal warfare. Starting to experience
emotional detachment but may cause guilt
trips.
Quiet, very knowledgeable; quiet daily life.
Drawn to teach.
Extroverted; teaching oriented.
Authoritative, almost like Young Soul power
mode. Classic example is Merlin.
Unusual, spiritual looking. Almost not of this
planet at times. Often reclusive
artist/musician. Very gentle soul.
Extremely busy; hard worker, spirituality
very important, no rest. Heavy teaching.
Trust issues. Tormented by what they know.
Almost only self karma left. Lazy. Teaching but only one or two people. Acceptance
issues.
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